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PTO -> 

Wind of Change - October 2010 
 

What global financial historic milestones have been attained this quarter...from Gold reaching an all-time high last week of 

$1380, the Aussie Dollar reaching parity - a 27 year high , the US total debt climbing to even higher record levels (it is US$ 

54 trillion and climbing by the millisecond  - check out the amazing US Debt clock at www.usdebtclock.org) and Australia's 

unemployment rate stabilizing to around 5% - to name just 4 out of probably 100 new financial highs and lows that have 

occurred over the past 90 days since our last BMF newsletter. 

Fifty years ago, the late British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan said "The wind of change is blowing through this 

continent". 

Today in Australia, a different continent to the one that Harold Macmillan was speaking of, his "Wind of Change" quote 

reverberates across our Country and beyond. 

The Winds have Changed and probably won’t change back again any time soon: 

� The West is floundering, the Eastern and Emerging countries are prospering 

� The US$ is losing its Reserve currency crown 

� The US & China are sizing up for a currency stand-off 

� Gold is increasingly being turned to as a store of wealth,  an alternative currency, an asset class of its own and a 

bartering tool 

� Geopolitical tensions have increased between the US & China over currencies, between Japan and China over rare 

earths and between Israel & Iran over nuclear capabilities 

� Inflationary  breezes are blowing in as Central Banks grapple with keeping interest rates low or high , aware of the 

severe consequences of both policy decisions  

� Australia is riding the crest of the Chinese insatiable demand for its commodities but is so vulnerable to China's 

behest - A Puppet on a String. 

  

Australia - A Puppet on a String 

The Australian economy is on the surface, looking pretty good. 

The unemployment rate is down to around 5%, interest rates are amongst the highest in the Western world, the deficits are 

manageable and the commodity companies and regions are surging. 

But, scratch beneath the veneer, exclude the commodities &  resources from the Unemployment figures and the GDP 

growth actual and forecasts, look closely at the government propped up residential housing subsidies, scrutinize the banks 

foreign funding and Basle III requirements, and you'll see that all is not quite so rosy in the Lucky Country. 

The Resources boom has been driven from China - who can so easily turn off the demand taps at their whim - only last 

week China summarily blocked out all CNN World News coverage including Internet, SMS & Twitter regarding the awarding 

of the Nobel Peace Prize to jailed Chinese Human Rights Activist Liu Xiaobo. 

China is mainly controlling Australia's fortunes, like a Puppet on a String. 

Where our BMF clients have benefited this year and in the last quarter is on the belief - for now - that China still needs our 

resources. We are overweight in World-class widely diversified heavyweight Resource companies. 

BMF clients too have benefited from our long-held view on the gold price increasing as it has over the past few years. One 

of our preferred Gold funds which most of our clients are invested in, the Black Rock International Gold Fund, together 

with our widely & long-held preferred gold share Newcrest, have returned 25-30% year to September 2010. Another area 

where our clients have benefited is that we're underweight the Banks relative to the benchmark, preferring only to hold a 

smaller weighting of the banks for their fully franked dividend yields. We expect little growth from them over the next year. 
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The Year ahead - the Dancing Puppet 

We expect huge volatility as the world economy lurches from the west to the east. 

We expect, for now, continued demand for Australia's resources, but are ready to act quickly should the demand winds 

suddenly change. India we believe will step-up its demand for Australia's resources over the next 12 months and reduce 

Australia's risk & reliance on China. 

We expect the Aussie to weaken from current levels, partly driven by the banks being neutral or underperforming due to 

their funding and capital requirements. 

Gold, we believe, will continue to appreciate - from $1400 to $2200 - we think it'll be on the higher side of the range. 

The RBA will increase interest rates by up to 1%. 

Residential property will be neutral as higher interest rates kick-in.  

Commercial property could offer some upside potential as distressed sales continue and large discounts to net asset value 

prevail. 

The International Picture This Year (the World excluding Australia - the other 98%) 

The stronger Aussie has offset gains in local Australian currency terms, but the International markets from the US to UK, 

Europe, Asia & the Emerging Countries are all higher than the Australia ASX 200 over the past year. 

Our preferred Asian and Emerging market funds, global Gold Funds and selected international stocks have outperformed 

the World indices. 

The falls that we forecast and expected in the US, UK & Euro currencies occurred. 

We have maintained our preference for investing cash locally instead of internationally, where in the international western 

world the interest rate returns are pitiful. 

The International Year ahead - Geopolitical tensions heightened 

On currencies we believe the pound is bottoming, and that the $US may strengthen against the Euro , only because the 

European Union is under pressure to adopt austerity measures and we foresee strikes and riots in the patchworked union. 

� We see Gold stepping up to the podium as an amalgamated world reserve currency alongside the US$, the Euro, 

Sterling, Yen and Yuan 

� Emerging markets in our opinion will continue to outperform the Western submerging developed economies 

� The Western submerging countries will maintain low interest rates 

� China and the US will continue their posturing about their currencies 

� Japan and China could have another international spat if not over rare earths again, then over oil 

� Inflation will creep in and up as governments attempt to reflate assets 

� Selected global equities will outperform bonds and cash  

We see a volatile voyage ahead - internationally more so than locally. But we do not disregard the risks we face locally with 

China as our puppeteer, the banks needing to meet more stringent capital requirements and the impact of the strong 

Aussie Dollar. 

Effecting Change 

We will continue to be fixated on our asset allocation charts, our clients’ local and international investment and cash 

exposures, we will add more to our preferred emerging market funds and chosen international emerging shares, we will 

top-up more investment into Asia and maintain healthy cash allocations invested in Australia to take advantage of higher 

interest rates. 

We look forward to discussing our Newsletter with you. If you are not a BMF Asset Management client and should you wish 

to take advantage of our investment expertise, please contact Barry Mendel, Saul Borowitz or Jill Nes. 
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